
Lesson 14 Roots Name______________________________Per______ 

Part A. Define the Example Words (use a dictionary or Google it) 
 

Term Definition Example Definition of Example 

131. carp fruit pseudocarp  

132. endo within endocardial  

133. pan all pansophy  

134. toxico poison Toxicant  

135. multi many multilingual  

136. cephalo Head; skull cephalopod  

137. agon struggle agonistic  

138. pod foot podiatry  

139. iso equal isopod  

140. amphi both amphibious  

 
 
Part B. Break down root words and definitions find  (Google or Guess!) 

Example Breakdown Define 

1. Amphibiotic  

2. endomorphic 

3. Pyrotoxin  

4. toxogenic 

5. multicephalic 

6. hydrocephalic 

7. pansophism 

8. agonize 

9. panchromatic 

10. isochronize 

 
Part C. Acrostic Puzzle The acrostic word literally means “big foot” 
Definition (root word index#) 
 

1. Happening to all people (9,104, 135)                      __ __ __ __ __    __ __ __ 
2. Literally, ‘A false foot’ (43, 138)   __  __ __ __  __  __ __ __ __  
3. Marriage within the tribe (109, 132) __  __  __  __ __ __  __  __  
4. Lines on a chart connecting equal values (2, 139) __  __ __ __ __ __ __  
5. Having three feet (73, 138)                               __ __ __   __ __ __ 
6. A single layer of living cells (61, 132)                              __ __ __   __ __ __  __ __  __ __ 
7. A platform (138)                                __ __   __ __ __ __  



Part D. Match the example with the definition (use a dictionary or Google it)  GRADE 

__________/12 

Term Definition 

1 manocarpic A. Having many forms 

2 endocrine B. Bearing fruit only once 

3 amphibiotic C. Feeding on fruit 

4 carpophagous D. The internal layer enclosing a seed 

5 microcephalic E. Anguish; violence string 

6 Toxic F. Having equal force 

7 intoxicated G. Any internal secrecretion 

8 endocrinology H. Having a small head 

9. Isodynamic I. poisonous 

10 multiform J. Existing at one stage in water and one on land 

11 endocarp K. Science of internal secretions 

12 agony L. Affected by an intoxicant; drunk 

 

Part E. Find the word to match the definition (use dictionary, index or Google it – try 

onelook.com) 
Definition (root word index#) Word 

1. The study of fruit and seeds (30, 131) 

2. The study of poisons and antidotes (30, 134) 

3. Crustaceans that include the sand flea((138, 140) 

4. Of the same color (9, 24, 139) 

5. A fear of being poisoned (128, 134) 

6. Having many colors (135) 

7. Counteracting with poison (9, 94, 134) 

8. A plant that grows inside another (62, 132)  

9. Equality of measurement (7, 9, 139) 

10. The belief that God is all things (35, 49, 135) 

 
Part F. Write a complex sentence with a vocabulary word 
(since,although…)  

Word Root Sentence 

Pandemic Pan/dem/ic There was a pandemic on campus where 120 students got the flu on Monday. 

   

 


